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Accurate and timely estimates of population characteristics are a critical input to social and economic research and policy. In industrialized economies, novel sources of data are enabling new approaches to demographic profiling, but in developing countries, fewer sources of big data exist. We show that an individual’s past history of mobile phone use can be used to infer his or her socioeconomic status. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the predicted attributes of millions of individuals can, in turn, accurately reconstruct the distribution of wealth of an entire nation or to infer the asset distribution of microregions composed of just a few households. In resource-constrained environments where censuses and household surveys are rare, this approach creates an option for gathering localized and timely information at a fraction of the cost of traditional methods.

Relyable, quantitative data on the economic characteristics of a country’s population are essential for sound economic policy and research. The geographic distribution of poverty and wealth is used to make decisions about resource allocation and provides a foundation for the study of inequality and the determinants of economic growth (1, 2). In developing countries, however, the scarcity of reliable quantitative data represents a major challenge to policy-makers and researchers. In much of Africa, for instance, national statistics on economic production may be off by as much as 50% (3). Spatially disaggregated data, which are necessary for small-area statistics and which are used by both the private and public sector, often do not exist (4, 5).

In wealthy nations, novel sources of passively collected data are enabling new approaches to demographic modeling and measurement (6–8). Data from social media and the “Internet of Things,” for instance, have been used to measure unemployment (9), electoral outcomes (10), and economic development (8). Although most comparable sources of big data are scarce in the world’s poorest nations, mobile phones are a notable exception: They are used by 3.4 billion individuals worldwide and are becoming increasingly ubiquitous in developing regions (11).

Here we examine the extent to which anonymized data from mobile phone networks can be used to predict the poverty and wealth of individual subscribers, as well as to create high-resolution maps of the geographic distribution of wealth. That this may prove fruitful is motivated by the fact that mobile phone data capture rich information, not only on the frequency and timing of communication events (12) but also reflecting the intricate structure of an individual’s social network (13, 14), patterns of travel and location choice (15–17), and histories of consumption and expenditure. Regionally aggregated measures of phone penetration and use have also been shown to correlate with regionally aggregated population statistics from censuses and household surveys (8, 18, 19).

Our approach is different from prior work that has examined the relation between regional wealth and regional phone use, as we focus on understanding how the digital footprints of a single individual can be used to accurately predict that same individual’s socioeconomic characteristics. This distinction is a scientific one, which also has several important implications: First, it allows for the method to be used in contexts for which recent census or household survey data are unavailable. Second, when an authoritative source of data does exist, it can be used to more objectively validate or refute the model’s predictions. This limits the likelihood that the model is overfit on data from a single source, which is otherwise difficult to control, even with careful cross-validation (20). Third, our approach allows for a broad class of potential applications that require inferences about specific individuals instead of census tracts.

For this study, we used an anonymized database containing records of billions of interactions on Rwanda’s largest mobile phone network and supplemented this with follow-up phone surveys of a geographically stratified random sample of 856 individual subscribers. Upon contacting and surveying each of these individuals, we received informed consent to merge their survey responses with the mobile phone transaction database. The surveys solicited no personally identifying information but contained questions on asset ownership, housing characteristics, and several other basic welfare indicators. From these data, we constructed a composite wealth index using the first principal component of several survey responses related to wealth (21, 22) (supplementary materials section 1D). For each of the 856 respondents, we thus have ~75 survey responses, as well as the historical records of thousands of phone-based interactions such as calls and text messages (Table 1).

We use the merged data from this sample of 856 phone survey respondents to show that a mobile phone subscriber’s wealth can be predicted from his or her historical patterns of phone use (Fig. 1A) (cross-validated correlation coefficient $r = 0.68$). Our approach to modeling combines feature engineering with feature selection by first transforming each person’s mobile phone transaction logs into a large set of quantitative metrics and then winnowing out metrics

Table 1. Summary statistics for primary data sets. Phone survey data were collected by the authors in Kigali, in collaboration with the Kigali Institute of Science and Technology. Call detail records were collected by the primary mobile phone operator in Rwanda at the time of the phone survey. Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) data were collected by the Rwandan National Institute of Statistics. N/A, not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary statistic</th>
<th>Phone survey</th>
<th>Call detail records</th>
<th>DHS (2007)</th>
<th>DHS (2010)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique individuals</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>1.5 million</td>
<td>7377</td>
<td>12,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of questions in survey</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1615</td>
<td>3396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary geographic units</td>
<td>30 districts</td>
<td>30 districts</td>
<td>30 districts</td>
<td>30 districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary geographic units</td>
<td>300 cell towers</td>
<td>300 cell towers</td>
<td>247 clusters</td>
<td>492 clusters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Predicting survey responses with phone data. (A) Relation between actual wealth (as reported in a phone survey) and predicted wealth (as inferred from mobile phone data) for each of the 856 survey respondents. (B) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve showing the model's ability to predict whether the respondent owns several different assets. AUC values for electricity, motorcycle, television, and fridge, respectively, are as follows: 0.85, 0.67, 0.84, and 0.88. (C) ROC curve illustrates the model's ability to correctly identify the poorest individuals. The poor are defined as those in the 5th percentile (AUC = 0.72) and the 25th percentile (AUC = 0.81) of the composite wealth index distribution.

Fig. 2. Construction of high-resolution maps of poverty and wealth from call records. Information derived from the call records of 1.5 million subscribers is overlaid on a map of Rwanda. The northern and western provinces are divided into cells (the smallest administrative unit of the country), and the cell is shaded according to the average (predicted) wealth of all mobile subscribers in that cell. The southern province is overlaid with a Voronoi division that uses geographic identifiers in the call data to segment the region into several hundred thousand small partitions. (Bottom right inset) Enlargement of a 1-km² region near Kiyonza, with Voronoi cells shaded by the predicted wealth of small groups (5 to 15 subscribers) who live in each region.
that are not predictive of wealth. The first step employs a structured, combinatorial method to automatically generate several thousand metrics from the phone logs that quantify factors such as the total volume, intensity, timing, and directionality of communication; the structure of the individual’s contact network; patterns of mobility and migration based on geospatial markers in the data; and so forth. The second step uses “elastic net” regularization to eliminate irrelevant phone metrics and select a parsimonious model that is more likely to generalize (23). We use cross-validation to limit the possibility that the model is overfit on the small sample on which it is trained. In the supplementary materials (section 3B), we provide details on these methods and show that comparable results are obtained under a variety of alternative supervised-learning models, including tree-based ensemble regressors and classifiers (24). We also show that this two-step approach to feature engineering and model selection performs significantly better than a more intuitive approach based on a small number of hand-crafted metrics (table S1).

In addition to predicting composite wealth, this same approach can be used to estimate, with varying degrees of accuracy, how a phone survey participant will respond to any question, such as whether the respondent owns a motorcycle or has electricity in the household (Fig. 1B and table S1). Cross-validated area-under-the-curve (AUC) scores—which indicate the probability that the model will rank a randomly chosen positive response higher than a randomly chosen negative one—range from 0.50 (no better than random) to 0.88 (quite effective). An analogous method can be used to accurately identify the individuals in the sample who are living below a relative poverty threshold (AUC = 0.72 to 0.81) (Fig. 1C). With further refinement, such methods could prove useful to policy-makers and organizations that target resources to the extreme poor (25) (supplementary materials section 6).

For each of these prediction tasks, we use the two-step procedure to select a different model with different metrics and parameters. Although not the focus of our analysis, we note discernible patterns in the set of features identified as the best joint predictors of these different response variables. For instance, features related to an individual’s patterns of mobility are generally predictive of motorcycle ownership, whereas factors related to an individual’s position within his or her social network are more useful in predicting...
poverty and wealth (fig. S3). These results suggest that our approach might be generalized to predict a broader class of survey responses, such as the subjective opinions and perceptions of mobile subscribers.

Having fit and cross-validated the model on the phone survey sample—a sample drawn to be representative of all active mobile phone users—we next generate out-of-sample predictions for the characteristics of the remaining 1.5 million Rwandan mobile phone users who did not participate in the survey. Combined with the rich geospatial markers in the phone data, the predicted attributes of millions of individual subscribers enable us to study the geographic distribution of subscriber wealth at an extremely fine degree of spatial granularity (fig. 2). Whereas public data from Rwanda are only accurate at the level of the district (of which there are 30), the phone data can be used to infer characteristics of each of Rwanda’s 2148 cells, as well as small micro-regions of just a few mobile subscribers (fig. 2, bottom right inset).

The accuracy of these microregional wealth estimates cannot be directly verified, because no other data set provides wealth information with sufficient geographic resolution. However, when further aggregated to the district level, we can compare the distribution of wealth predicted from the call records of mobile subscribers (fig. 3A) to the distribution of wealth measured with “ground truth” data collected by the Rwandan government (fig. 3B). The former estimates are computed by averaging predicted wealth across the thousands of individual mobile phone–based predictions in each of Rwanda’s 30 districts; the latter estimates are calculated using data from a nationally representative Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) of 12,792 households, conducted in person by the National Institute of Statistics of Rwanda (26).

The strong correlation between these two predictions is evident in fig. 3C and exists whether the ground truth is estimated from only those DHS households that report owning a mobile phone (r = 0.917) or from all households in the survey (r = 0.916). As we discuss in the supplementary materials (section 5A), the first correlation shows that the model’s out-of-sample predictions are representative of the population of Rwandan mobile phone owners. The second correlation indicates that in countries like Rwanda, where patterns of mobile phone adoption are similar across regions, this method can provide a close approximation of the distribution of wealth of the full national population. Similar results are obtained when the analysis is disaggregated to the level of the DHS “cluster” (r = 0.79) (fig. 3E), a geographic unit designed to be comparable to a village. These strong correlations are partially driven by the stark differences between urban and rural areas in Rwanda, but the correlations persist even when comparing clusters within urban or rural areas (fig. S6).

This same approach can be used to predict more than just the average wealth of a district. For instance, rates of district electrification estimated from phone records are comparable to those reported in the DHS survey (r = 0.93) (fig. 3D). In the urban capital of Kigali, we also find a correlation (r = 0.58) between satellite estimates of night light intensity in 0.55-km grid cells (fig. S7B) and the predicted distribution—based on phone data and the methods described earlier—of responses to the question “Does your household have electricity?” (fig. S7C).

How might such methods be used in practice? In addition to small-area estimation, one promising application is as a source of low-cost, interim national statistics. In many developing economies, long lag times typically occur between successive national surveys. In Angola, for instance, the most recent census before 2014 was conducted in 1970. In that 44-year period, the official population grew by more than 400%. Rwanda has better resources for data collection, and the DHS preceding the 2010 DHS was conducted in 2007. However, in that relatively short period, the distribution of wealth in Rwanda shifted slightly. Thus, we find that the 2010 distribution of wealth is more accurately reflected in projections based on our analysis of phone data from 2009 than in estimates based on the 2007 DHS (fig. S8). This implies that a policy-maker tasked with targeting the poorest districts in Rwanda would obtain more accurate information from estimates based on mobile phone data than from estimates based on 2007 DHS data (supplementary materials section 6A).

In developing economies, where traditional sources of population data are scarce but mobile phones are increasingly common, these methods may provide a cost-effective option for measuring population characteristics. Whereas a typical national household survey costs more than $1 million for data collection, and the DHS preceding the 2010 DHS (supplementary materials section 6A).
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**Predicting unmeasurable wealth**
In developing countries, collecting data on basic economic quantities, such as wealth and income, is costly, time-consuming, and unreliable. Taking advantage of the ubiquity of mobile phones in Rwanda, Blumenstock *et al.* mapped mobile phone metadata inputs to individual phone subscriber wealth. They applied the model to predict wealth throughout Rwanda and show that the predictions matched well with those from detailed boots-on-the-ground surveys of the population.
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